Alliance with the Enemies &
Issue of Non-Compliance with
Islam
The fake Muslims & the crimes
Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la has revealed His Own prescription for
the global peace as well as for humans’ salvation in akhira.
Such peace and salvation come only through full enforcement of
sharia, hudud, shura, jihad, pan-Islamic brotherhood and unity
–the elements of Qur’anic prescription. There exists no other
option or roadmap. Faith in Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la and
following His Qur’anic roadmap –siratul mustaqeem, are the
indispensable components of the same package. Full enforcement
of sharia and hudud in all segments of life is indeed an
illustrative marker of belief in Allah –Sub’hana wa Ta’la.
Boasting iman in public is entirely fake if one disregards the
Qur’anic prescription and adheres to non-Islamic faiths or
ideologies as the provider of law, code of governance,
education, morality and salvation. Such adherence to nonIslamic faiths or ideologies is shirk –an unpardonable sin. It
is indeed an act of polytheism. Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la may
forgive every other sin but not shirk. The implication of such
shirk is huge. Not only does it deny or belittle the Qur’anic
roadmap –the greatest blessing of Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la for
the mankind, but also glorify the corruptive ideological
inventions of the devils.
Having faith in non-Islamic ideologies or beliefs, one can’t
engage in the assigned Qur’anic mission of enjoining the right
and eradicating the wrong. For that, full ideological
compatibility with Islam is crucial. Moreover, full engagement
in such a mission is the sole key for salvation both here and
in the hereafter. Only this way, one can find peace, justice,
tranquillity and other benefits of Islam and enjoy a safe and

supported journey in a Muslim land towards the paradise. But,
it is a great loss and calamity that one can’t think of such
salvation under the occupation of the evil forces like
nationalists, racists, fascists, monarchists, secularists,
capitalists, socialists, idolaters and other non-Islamists.
Nor can one achieve such salvation through mere rituals like
five-time prayer, month-long fasting, haj, and charity. For
that, practice of sharia is indispensable –as was practised by
the prophet (peace be upon him) of Islam and his companions.

It is also a fact that the occupying forces of evil never
allow any space to practise the Divine prescription of eternal
salvation. Because, the rule of sharia means the end of their
occupation. Moreover, enmity to sharia is not a minor crime;
it is the worst crime on earth. It amounts to stand against
Allah Sub’hana wa ta’la’s design. Hence, more disastrous than
dropping nuclear bombs. Nuclear bombs kill people, but do not
take the dead to infinite hellfire. But the project of
dismantling sharia does that heinous crime quite massively. It
dismantles the whole project of Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la to
deliver endless eternal benefit to the whole mankind. Not only
it obstructs the Qur’anic mechanism of delivering the peace
and justice to the people, but also blocks the roadmap to the
paradise. It is indeed a flagrant war against Allah Sub’hana
wa Ta’la.

The worst criminals with a Muslim name
Whoever stands against sharia, is indeed the worst criminal.
He commits crime not only against the Almighty Lord, but also
against the whole mankind. In fact, such crime is more
damaging than thievery, robbery, thuggery and killing an
individual. Such soldiers of falsehood indeed obstruct the
Divine road for justice. Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la has put some

distinctive labels for them: they are branded as kafir, zalim
and fasiq. These three Qur’anic jargons came in the following
three Qur’anic narratives: i). man lam yah’kum bi’ma
anjalallahu fa’ulaika humul’ ka’firun (meaning: those who do
not run judiciary as per revealed law are ka’fir –verse 44,
Sura Al-Maida); ii), man lam yah’kum bi’ma anjalallahu
fa’ulaika humuz’ za’limun (meaning: those who do not run
judiciary as per revealed law are za’lim –verse 45, Sura AlMaida)); iii), man lam yah’kum bi’ma anjalallahu fa’ulaika
humul’ fa’siqun (meaning: those who do not run judiciary as
per revealed law are fa’siq –verse 47, Sura Al-Maida). These
Qur’anic labels are indeed the most definitive markers for
those who will enter into the hellfire for their rebellion
against sharia. Five times prayer, month long fasting, haj or
building hundreds of mosques and madrasahs and giving millions
of dollar as charity can’t compensate for such sins of
rebellion against the law of Almighty Lord.

Before the advent of the kuffar colonial rule in the Muslim
World, even the worst Muslim despots in the ruling dynasties
of the Umayyad, the Abbasids, the Mughals, the Mamluks, and
the Sultans didn’t dare dismantle sharia from the judiciary.
In the judicial system of every Muslim land of the Middle
East, India, Africa and the South East Asia, only the sharia
law had the access. In fact, the Muslim didn’t know any other
law apart from sharia. The crime against the law of Almighty
Lord was firstly committed by the occupying colonialists; and
now it sustains in almost every Muslim country because of
occupation by their ideological cum political mercenaries.

The war against sharia
Terrorism always works as a coercive tool in the hand of the
despotic rulers. The colonialists used it against the people

of the occupied lands. Now, in the Muslim World, the occupying
despots use it, too. They frame laws and announce presidential
decrees to support and protect their occupation. Such laws
make them immune against any accountability. So, General Abdul
Fattah al-Sisi in Egypt, President Bashar Assad in Syria, King
Salman of Saudi Arabia, Sheikh Hasina in Bangladesh and other
dictators can kill as many people as they wish. The US, the
UK, Russia and other arm producers continue to supply more
destructive arms to these despots to enhance their killing
power. Killing capacity of these despots now decide the fate
of the Muslims’ politics, judiciary, law, morality, culture
and history. They deem it crucial not for the benefit of the
common people, but for their own survival. They do not bother
to take any brutal route that would serve their occupation.
The law-enforcing agencies in the Muslim World are focused
only to implement the coercive laws and deliberately ignore
the Qur’anic laws. Those who want to practise sharia, shura,
hudud, khilafa, jihad and other Islamic basics are labelled as
terrorists. In the name of so-called rule of law, they use
every oppressive tool to eliminate them.
Spreading lies has always been the most commonly used weapon
against the Divine Truth. The enemies of Truth spread lies
against Prophet Isa (peace be upon him) and even against his
mother to dismantle his mission of enforcing sharia that was
revealed to Prophet Musa (peace be upon him). Today, they
spread malicious lies against anyone who stand for sharia.
They call them extremist and terrorist. Whereas, sharia is the
part of simple Islam; it was indeed the integral part of
Prophet Muhammad’s (peace be upon him) mission. Hence, how it
can be called extremism or terrorism? On the contrary, every
act of an occupying war is terrorism. It kills innocent
people. The US-led coalition, Russia and other imperialists
consider such war as their own monopoly. In its war of
occupation, the USA has dropped more than 21 thousand bombs in
Iraq and Syria since 2014.–(Al-Jazeera English broadcast,
27/05/17). The US-led coalition has killed more than a million

in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria and Yemen; turned hundreds of
cities into rubbles. It is the most monstrous crime that took
the savage war to every household and evicted more than 5
million people from their home. What would be the worst
terrorist act than such state-run brutality? But they get
immensely terrified when the same terrorism visits their own
streets!

Neglecting the occupation
Rebellion against the Divine prescription leads to other
terrible crimes. Then, rebellion against His Vision, Mission
and Objectives becomes the part of the culture, politics,
warfare and even religious practice of the common people. In
such a milieu of rebellion against sharia, the great virtue
like ending the occupation of the evil forces gets neglected.
Moreover, fighting against secularism, monarchism, racism,
nationalism, fascism, capitalism, socialism and other evil
ideologies also turns trivial or unimportant. Even the mullah,
the imams, the sheikhs, and the ulama stay away from any
confrontational role against the forces of corruptive
ideologies. Amidst such animosity against Allah Sub’hana wa
Ta’la’s and His rule, the ruling despots even deny any
survival space for those who want to practise sharia, hudud,
shura, khilafa, jihad and other basics of Islam. Instead, in
order to make people fully fit and attuned with the antiIslamic politics and selfish war of their own survival, they
de-Islamise the beliefs, the practices, culture and rituals of
the common Muslims. In order to attain such goal, they deploy
intense social, political, educational and cultural
engineering with a strong anti-Islamic mould.

Calamities of the anti-Islamic rule
Under an anti-Islamic rule, true Islam –as was practised by

the early Muslims becomes the worst casualty. They pave the
way only for causing deviation from Islam; thus opens doors
for the hellfire. This is indeed the greatest calamity of any
non-Islamic rule. Hence, in Islam, nothing is more important
ibada than dismantling such corruptive rule. It amounts to
freeing people from eternal hellfire. This is why, dismantling
the non-Muslim occupation of any country has never been
described as the Muslim occupation; rather labelled as fathah
(opening) of its land for Islam. Ending the occupation of the
evil forces and opening the Divine road (siratul mustaqeem)
towards the paradise is indeed the greatest virtue on earth.
It is the holy war in Islam. Those who sacrifice their life in
such war –becomes Shaheed, get direct entry into paradise. No
other good deed brings such reward.

Alliance with the enemies
Struggling and sacrificing wealth and life for the Divine
mission is the most powerful key to receive mercy and
forgiveness from Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la. Such mercy and
forgiveness are more valuable than all that a man can gather
on earth. Even the whole planet filled with gold will not
equal to it. So it is revealed, “And if you are slain in the
way of Allah or you die, certainly forgiveness from Allah and
mercy is better than what they amass.”–(Sura Al-Imran, verse
167). The holy Qur’an also reveals that those who die in the
way of Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la are the people who stay alive
even after they are killed. They even receive regular
sustenance. Therefore, Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la made it haram
(forbidden) to call them dead. It is revealed, “And reckon not
those who are killed in the way of Allah as dead; nay, they
are alive and provided sustenance from their Lord.”–(Sura AlImran, verse 169).

Because of strong iman, most of the companions of the prophet
(peace be upon him) could assimilate with the above Qur’anic
message. They were ever-ready to do every things in the way of
Allah Sub’hana wa Ta’la. Hence, they could passionately take
the route of sharia, hudud, shura, jihad and martyrdom. The
epic-making success of the early Muslims indeed owe to such
compliance with the Divine roadmap. They could put into
practice every word of these Qur’anic laws. But today, the
Muslims live with a different agenda. They claim to be Muslim,
but struggling and sacrificing in the way of Allah Sub’hana wa
Ta’la seldom receive any priority. Rather, they pursue their
own selfish agenda. For their personal gain, they even compete
each other for an alliance with the established enemies. Such
opportunism makes them easily compatible even with the war
mongering imperialists. Because of them, the imperialist get
free access to the heartland of Islam –as they could enter
into Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Syria. Thus, the corrupt ruling
clique of the Muslim World appear as the ugliest enemy of
Islam. Islam that prescribes sharia, shura, hudud, khilafa,
jihad and trans-ethnic Muslim unity, is perceived as a lethal
challenge to their rule. Even Islamophobia runs very deeper in
their midst! They even forge close alliance with the worst
enemies to stop Islam’s emergence. 27/05/17, Edited on
2.01.19)

